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Novelty and growth measures
Two simple ways to measure novelty for a given topic in a given
year:
• Time novelty = years since first publication
• Volume novelty = number of prior publications
A logistic growth model 𝑓 𝑡 can capture 4 typical phases of a
topic: novel, accelerated growth, decelerated growth, and
saturation:
𝑓 𝑡 = 𝑎 +
𝑏
1 + 𝑒− 𝑐𝑡+𝑑
where instantaneous log-volume = 𝑓 𝑡 , log-volume growth=
𝑓′ 𝑡 and log-volume acceleration = 𝑓′′ 𝑡 .
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Abstract
It has been said that novelty-chasing is risky and can be bad for scientific
progress but, on the other hand, it might be more rewarding to work in
research areas that are new or growing. But, novelty is often loosely defined
and used. How might one objectively and robustly measure the novelty or
growth of a topic or the combination of topics in a paper, so one can study
their roles in science? Here we characterize the temporal profiles of topics
(MeSH) in a large bibliographic database (MEDLINE), including their past
lifetime and volume, as well as their instantaneous volume and rate of
growth, acceleration or deceleration. Empirical and model-based (logistic-
growth) measures were pre-computed for all 25.6k exploded MeSH across
all 21.5M papers in MEDLINE. A sample of ~400k papers published during
1980-2005 in high-impact journals revealed that very few articles contain
topics that are novel individually but are likely to be novel in combination.
Novelty and growth are both remarkably correlated with impact (as
measured by citations) and the professional ages of the authors: papers on
novel topics tend to have the youngest junior authors and receive the most
citations.
Web Tool
Most papers are not on a novel topic:
• 3.5% on a topic < 3-years old
• 1.4% are among the first 20 on a topic
Papers on novel topics receive the most citations, on 
average. Citations double when
• Time Novelty goes from 10 to < 3 years
• Volume Novelty goes from 1,000 papers to < 20 papers.
Enter a PMID and view novelty and growth scores for all
its individual MeSH Terms. Measures for pairs of MeSH
are underway.
http://abel.lis.illinois.edu/gimli/novelty
Multiple linear regression reveals the non-redundant effects of the measures on citation counts. Time and Volume capture
complementary novelty effects on citations, and growth remains significant predictor on citations too. The highest vs. lowest
predicted citations are prototypical of novel and growing topics vs saturated topics.
Variable Coeff SE t p-val
log(Volume) -0.0829 0.007 -12.226 0
log(Time Novelty) -0.1245 0.008 -15.354 0
log(Volume Novelty) 0.3854 0.006 59.779 0
Max accelerated growth 0.4113 0.007 59.196 0
Max decelerated growth 0.5606 0.004 140.838 0
Min accelerated growth -0.6772 0.008 -84.647 0
Max accelerated growth Present 0.7912 0.006 143.581 0
Max Predicted Citations (log-base)
PMID Predicted Observed Diff
9061021 3.686405 1.386294 2.30011
1670668 3.599791 3.465736 0.134055
8247086 3.568366 2.564949 1.003417
Min Predicted Citations (log-base)
PMID Predicted Observed Diff
8047134 0.064345 0 0.064345
12562759 0.077508 1.791759 -1.71425
12107162 0.083941 1.386294 -1.30235
Worst predictions
PMID Predicted Observed Diff
2448875 1.255063 7.96137 6.706307
9843981 1.025571 7.702104 6.676533
6159641 1.275551 7.820038 6.544487
Best predictions
PMID Predicted Observed Diff
6125891 1.791761 1.791759 0.000002
8178156 2.397898 2.397895 0.000003
15302887 1.945914 1.94591 0.000003
Papers on novel topics tend to have the youngest junior authors
Fig. 1. The temporal profile of the exploded MeSH term HIV in MEDLINE.
Observed values were normalized by dividing yearly MEDLINE totals (to
avoid capturing the overall growth of MEDLINE) and then brought back to
scale by multiplying the mean across all years. Panel #2: the logistic
growth approximation smoothens out noisy counts. Panel #3: The
derivative of the fitted model measures the rate of growth and shows
peak growth. Panel #4: The second derivative measures the rate
acceleration and identifies regions of acceleration and deceleration.
Results
Consider the sample of ~400k papers published during 1980-2005 in the high-impact journals Science, Nature, PNAS,
JAMA, Lancet, N Engl J Med, BBRC, J Biol Chem. For each article, a MeSH was selected to represent the optimal value of the
respective measure.
But most papers are on a growing topic:
• 97% on a topic in its acceleration phase with significant growth
• But, only 50% on a topic in its deceleration phase with
significant growth
And, to a lesser extent, papers on 
growing topics receive more citations
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